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'YooHoo to the Rescue' follows the adventures of five animal friends living in the 
magical forest of YooTopia.
In each episode, they travel to a new destination on Earth to help animals in 
trouble, making new friends along the way. When animals on Earth are in trou-
ble, the colorful fruits on YooTopia's 'Sparkling Tree' begin to darken.
With the help of the tree's magical powers, YooHoo and his friends get their 
special gadgets and travel to Earth on Wonderbug, a beetle-like aircraft.
They use wit, teamwork and their gadgets to craft creative solutions to help the 
animals in need.
Over the course of their adventures, they learn fun facts about Earth's various 
environments and make friends with many of their inhabitants.

Concept

Format: 11min X 52eps, 3D CGI
Target Audience: 3-6 years old



African bush baby. Captain of Wonderbug.
YooHoo is the brave leader of the group. He 
tries his best on every mission, putting his 
friends’ safety ahead of everything. He can be 
a little mischievous and also highly competitive 
at times. He is a very good skateboarder. He is 
the captain of the ship Wonderbug.



Fennec fox. Navigator of Wonderbug.
Pammee is the mediator of group. She is calm 
and sympathetic. With her wide ears, she can 
hear the quietest sounds. Because of her ears, 
she is also a good listener, comforting her 
friends when needed. She is the navigator of 
Wonderbug, guiding the crew on planet Earth.



Lemur. Ship Doctor of Wonderbug.
Lemmee is the philosopher of group. He has vast 
knowledge of unfamiliar earth environments and 
other animal species. He can sometimes come off 
a little proud, but deeply cares for his friends 
at heart. He serves as the Wonderbug’s ship 
doctor, tending to injured friends and animals. 



Red squirrel. Photographer of Wonderbug.
Chewoo is always cheerful and curious. She 
loves acorns, and carries them everywhere. She 
is a great photographer, and takes photos of 
her friends’ precious moments. Her photos help 
keep wonderful memories from the crews' many 
adventures.



Capuchin Monkey. Engineer of Wonderbug.
Roodee is the inventor of group. When he 
focuses on creating new inventions, no one can 
stop or bother him. He is good at fixing and 
creating new things for the ship Wonderbug as 
the chief engineer. Roodee always carries his 
pen to note his ideas for a new invention.



Sloth. Sage of YooTopia.
Slo is an elder sage, who understands the close 
relationship between YooTopia and Earth. He is 
a gardener, and takes care of the Sparkling 
Tree. He speaks very slowly, and Lora often 
translates his message to the impatient group.



Scarlet Macaw. Messenger of YooTopia.
She is a bit nosey, but that's because she 
really cares about everyone. She translates 
Slo's sometimes difficult to understand 
speeches for the crew.



The Sparkling Tree
YOOHOO-Hover Board
PAMMEE-Compass
LEMMEE-Carrier
CHEWOO-Camera

ROODEE-Pen
SLO-Cane of Wisdom
The Sparkling Fruit
The Green Seed

Wonderbug
Naily / Rolly

Buffy / Conny

World



YooTopia, where YooHoo and his friends live, is a mysterious 
fantasy land. YooTopia is green and beautiful all the time. 

The Sparkling Tree is rooted in the center of YooTopia with 
its beautiful Sparkling Fruits.

The Sparkling Tree



YooHoo's favorite wooden skateboard turns 
into a flying hover board with the power of 

the Sparkling Fruit.

YooHoos Hover Board

Pammee's pretty watch turns into a magic compass 
with the power of the Sparkling Fruit.

Pammees Compass



Chewoo's purse turns into a little pocket camera with 
the power of the Sparkling Fruit.

Chewoos Camera
Lemmee's sack turns into a mysterious carrier that 
can hold objects larger than its size with the power 
of the Sparkling Fruit.

Lemmees Carrier



Roodee's idea pencil turns into a magical pen of 
creation with the power of the Sparkling Fruit.

Roodees Pen
Slo's cane of wisdom can make the Sparkling Fruits 
give magical power to the crews' favorite items to 
help them on their adventures.

Slos Cane of Wisdom



These special Fruits can come in all shapes and 
colors, as gifts from the Sparkling Tree. They are 

always fresh and ripe, but become dark whenever an 
animal needs the crew's help.

The Sparkling Fruit

Extracted from the Sparkling Fruits, these Seeds 
give magical powers to the crew's favorite items.

The Green Seed



A beetle-like magical ship that can help crew 
travel around the Earth in lightning speed!

Wonderbug



This tricycle may look like a snail, but it can 
run super fast!

Naily

This caterpillar can travel on any surface, 
even on the sand deserts and icy glaciers.

Rolly



Conny, the hercules beetle vehicle, is super 
strong, and can easily move obstacles around.

Conny

Buffy the butterfly plane can help the crew 
fly over obstacles if Wonderbug is too large.

Buffy
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Episode Structure
YooHoo and his friend’s comedic 
life unfolds in YooTopia. A hint for 
the episode’s story is revealed.

A. Cold Open In order to save their friend on 
Earth, Yoohoo and the crew grab 
their favorite gadgets which 
transform with special powers.

C. Magic Transformation

While YooHoo and his friends are en-
joying themselves, they discover the 
Sparkling Fruit darkening. Someone 
somewhere needs the crew's help!

B. The Sparkling Fruit Darkens

YooHoo and the crew jump aboard 
Wonderbug and travel to Earth.

D. To Earth



After solving the problem 
on Earth, they return to 
YooTopia. The episode ends 
with YooHoo and his friends 
happily looking at the 
healthy fruits on the 
Sparkling Tree.

F. Back to YooTopia

YooHoo and his friends try to help the animal friend on Earth. They use their 

wits and strengths to solve the problem. During the adventure, they make new 

friends and also learn new interesting facts about Earth's environment.E. Problem Solving

YooHoo teaches the 
viewers about the animal 
friend that they met in 
the episode.

G. YooHoos Journal



Episode Ideas

The crew meets a rhino who headbutts into everything he sees. Instead of 
apologizing to his friends, the rhino runs away and hides. The crew finds the 
missing rhino, and hears that he wasn't intentionally headbutting, but rather is 
very near-sighted, thus not being able to see the proximity. They make a pair 
of corrective glasses for him, and he apologizes to his friends.

The crew meets two rock-hopper penguins who compete for the highest rock. 
In the midst of competition, they hop on an unstable rock which wobbles. Both 
penguins fall down into a hole. The crew rescues them from the hole. The pen-
guins become understanding of each other through this experience.



The crew meets three frog brothers who are entering a choir competition. The 
area has suffered a drought recently, and the frog brothers are experiencing 
sore throat, which would prevent them from entering the competition. The crew 
helps draw water from underground reservoir. The frogs have a successful 
performacne at the competition.

The crew meets a couple of animals who complain about the loud noise made by 
a certain woodpecker. The crew finds the woodpecker, but realizes that he 
was actually trying to cure the trees from bad worms. The crew helps the 
woodpecker rest, and help catch the worms.
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Copyright Information & Approval Process

Copyright Information

All YooHoo to the Rescue products, packaging, advertising and 

promotional materials must feature the copyright line. 

This is the preferred version of the copyright line, and should be 

used wherever possible.

© Aurora/Mondo TV

Approval Process

For further information and details of approval procedures, please contact:

Brand Manager (info@auroraworld.com)

Aurora World Corp

Aurora Bldg., 624 Teheran-ro, Kangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea (zip code: 06175)

Tel: +82-2-3420-4018

Fax: +82-2-3420-4006

www.auroraworld.com

www.yoohooandfriends.com


